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Creations generated by Artificial Intelligence (AI) have been aimed by different analyses, conferences, regulatory proposals, among other exercises and actions within private and public circles. The outcomes of these latter have presented us a wide offer of opinions and forms to see and describe the world. Some aim to assign full Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) to AIs or to creators like Rembrandt following the spirit of metaphysical conflicts behind cases like Urantia Foundation v Maaherra², while others argue that one should assign these rights to the person that owns the machine making reference to cases, such as, Naruto v Slater³, the famous monkey selfie case. As one would expect, there is a wide offer of arguments between these two positions that should take us to ask two questions: are we describing the legal reality looking at our world as it really is? Or is there something in our way of seeing it that has led us to mischaracterize our legal reality⁴?

Certainly, one can agree that these creations pose a number of questions that have to be answered. For example, should works like Portrait of Edmond Belamy⁵ be protected under copyright? And, if so, under which figure? On this point, before preparing any potential answer, Sir Roy Goode⁶ issues a wise warning. In debates concerning the
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legal implications of electronic/digital business environments, there is an unfortunate tendency to over-emphasise and idealize the virtues of these technologies and to assume that they automatically change everything as far as legal relationships are concerned. Here we find the complexity of the matter. If we read most of the works related to the application of AI in creative industries that try to answer these questions, we can see how their respective authors try to write single unified theories of AI and IPRs. Consequently, most of these works offer us nice introductions with rather interesting cases, but a content that jumps from one right to another, among different industries and, at the end, they present us beautiful documents of legal philosophy with no practical use.

One can understand that these efforts consider that human creativity goes beyond the plastic arts, covering elements from whisky blending to the very world of mathematics. However, different creations are subject to different sets of rights based on their very nature. For instance, the IPRs related to musical creations cover elements, such as, public display, that are impossible to execute in the case of other works, while plastic arts and the intermediaries relating to them require rights like the Droit de Suite (DDS) based on the intermediation paradigms that characterize their market. On this line, the present opinion does not pretend to offer (or push for) a single unified theory of AI, but a proposal to address a problem within a well-defined market under the current state of the technology available. Accordingly, through this document, we will answer the question: Should a work produced by an AI algorithm or process, without the involvement of a natural person contributing expression to the resulting work, qualify as a work of authorship?

1. Artificial originality and creativity

When we talk about IPRs and plastic arts, some of the ideas that tend to come to our minds are rather similar to those expressed by William Blackstone\(^7\) and David Hume\(^8\),


who argued that the rational and creative power of man is subject to the passions that characterize our human nature. This should not result surprising; after all, we are talking about different expressions by which each creator projects a Kantian personal element based on a distinguished sensibility\(^9\). When we stop in a gallery, in a museum or in a collection to admire a sculpture or a painting, we are not only looking and admiring a Picasso, a Toledo, a Van Gogh, but also we are experiencing a mix of influences, schools and styles that allow us to identify and connect each artist with his/her unique and private vision of the world under a specific context.

On this last point, some people could argue that artistic expressions generated using AIs reflect the spirit of a specific context, in our case, the Fourth Industrial Revolution (FIR). However, following Goode\(^{10}\)'s warning, today, legally speaking, most of the regulations on this matter are directed towards the protection of the fruits of the human mind and to allow creators and right owners to represent ideas and exploit works efficiently, under a set of limited ownership rights allocated to persons, both natural and legal\(^11\). Let us take the *Next Rembrandt*\(^{12}\) project to highlight the spirit of these regulations. When one reads in different media that the referred project is structured around an AI that recreates the style of the old master, the first thing that comes to our minds is a hypothetical scenario based on a new generation of electronic artists. However, if one looks the video and reads the explanations presented in the website of the project one can infer that there are elements that can be protected in favour of individual creators, such as, the database that contains the style and features desired, and even in favour of legal persons following the work for hire (WFH) doctrine. Furthermore, legally speaking, one could argue that this is a great derivative work created using the tools available in our context. In other words, *The New Rembrandt* does not reflect the work of an intelligent artificial entity.

---
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Based on this first conclusion, one could easily argue that the issue ends here. Current regulations have everything to face the challenges posed by a disembodied, isolated and emotionless “intelligence.” After all, following the spirit found in cases, such as, *Pompeii Estates, Inc. v Consolidated Edison Co*., the legal ownership of computer-generated works is rather clear. However, it is possible to argue that this conclusion is not universal. Certainly, someone can face us with the content of the discussions related to the enactment of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 of the UK, where Lord Beaverbrook considered that:

“With works generated by a computer there is no identifiable human author to claim a paternity or integrity right. This is the essence of the definition in Clause 161. We do not think that the person identified by Clause 9(3) as the author for copyright purposes should have moral rights. Moral rights are closely concerned with the personal nature of creative effort, and the person by whom the arrangements necessary for the creation of a computer-generated work are undertaken will not himself have made any personal, creative effort.”

An interesting argument that we will retake during the analysis of our proposal; however, on this point, one has to be careful. One can argue that our legal reality recognizes that creativity lies not only with the human coder but also with the human user. That is the reason why we own the IPRs related to the literary documents that we generate using Microsoft Word, despite that we are not the coders of the application. Now, can we eventually change this approach and assign some creative weight to the code by itself? Well, researchers like Ahmed Elgammal are working on that.
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Following the concept of the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) developed by Ian Goodfellow; et al.\textsuperscript{18}, whose basic model is applicable to the study of human creativity, Elgammal\textsuperscript{19} have wondered if AIs can be subject to their own set of experiences to generate their own individual styles. For this purpose, he has developed a pair of neural networks trained on the same data set. The first one, known as “Generator,” produces “artistic” outputs, such as paintings, which the “Discriminator” network compares and judges based on the original data set, just as a human art critic would do with any other artist\textsuperscript{20}. As result of the interactions between both networks, the “Generator” receives a feedback with the aim to avoid the creation of derivative works; thus “learning” and developing its own style as more data becomes available\textsuperscript{21}. Through this process of machine learning, probably, in a couple of decades, we will be able to say something like “look this is an Ai-Da\textsuperscript{22},” just as today we can easily identify a Rothko, a Hirst or a Koons.

1. The Electronic Creation Right (ECR)

Lines above, we argued that projects like The Next Rembrandt can be considered as derivative works, whose real value lies on the organization of their databases. But, can we apply the same argument to those works generated by an evolving GAN? And how can we regulate their gradual insertion in the global art market, considering the market imperfections relating to it and its intermediaries? To answer these questions, we return to the opinion of Lord Beaverbrook\textsuperscript{23} who argued that in the case of works generated by a computer we cannot assign moral rights nor identify a human as an author. One can be
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certain that with the evolution of GANs and machine learning in general, this opinion will become rather popular, considering that these AIs can reach a point where all the creative effort will depend on the autonomous evolution of their respective networks. In certain way, one could argue that, eventually, we will witness the emergence of those spontaneous intelligences in absence of human intervention described by Jiahong Chen and Paul Burgees\textsuperscript{24}. To face this challenge and its market imperfections, we can work through normative transitional forms that could be designed after what we call the Electronic Creation Right (ECR).

So, under the ECR, who would be the beneficiary of the economic rights related to these works? Following the WFH doctrine, the answer would be the individual or company under whose control the AI developed the work; however, the referred natural/legal persons, would not be considered as the authors following the argument set by Lord Beaverbrook. For this purpose, the ECR would be designed as a label aimed to recognize the “paternity rights” of the AI entity, which in turn, would help us to tackle potential market imperfections relating to information asymmetries, that could emerge from mass production of the works or form practices designed to corner the market.

These potential imperfections were highlighted during a presentation at the University of Edinburgh by Andrés Guadamuz, who opened his intervention with a little game called “Bot or Not.” Through this exercise, the forum was invited to see several artworks and guess if the author was a human or an AI. Surprisingly, all the participants failed to recognize that all but one of the works were created by a computer. Now, take this exercise to an auction in our current market and you will have the perfect textbook example to describe a problem of asymmetrical information, that is highlighted if we consider that the art market is characterized by the monopolistic power held by few well-known players, who, through their experts, galleries and collectors, can influence its value and volume. Consequently, under our ECR, if you want to sell the painting that your AI created, the intermediary involved in the transaction would have to ask you about the characteristics of the machine that would be labeled as the author of the work, which, in

turn, would have to comply with a set of minimum requirements, such as, the level of complexity of its algorithm, and the proportion of human intervention.

Furthermore, artworks generated by AIs could be replicated easily and inexpensively if users and developers have free access to the database and the algorithms without affecting the originals for their own creative efforts. With this element in mind, the ECR would set a definition of artwork generated by an AI, which would be structured around the basic elements of existent definitions with the addition of a restriction in the number of copies that can be generated on the same work, and even on the same database, following the spirit of cases like *Grogan-Beall v Ferdinand Roten Galleries, Inc*<sup>25</sup>, with the aim to restrict market abuses.

Finally, returning to the potential material immortality of these artificial entities, the ECR would expire at the end of the period set for ordinary economic rights in the applicable jurisdiction, with the difference that the starting point for this framework would be the date of creation of the work, not the end of the calendar year in which the human beneficiary dies. So, after this period, even if the electronic creator has extended its own existence beyond the terms set by the law for the execution of this right, the creation would be traded in this market just as today we trade with old masters works.
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